Sedimentology and magnetic fabric studies of Mio–Pliocene fluvial succession in the NW Himalayan Foreland Basin
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Magnetic fabric studies based on anisotropy of magnetic susceptibility (AMS) over mudstone facies from a 1700 m thick Mio–Pliocene Siwalik fluvial sequence infer a dominant control of tectonic fabrics as against the depositional fabrics of the associated channel sandstones. This study integrated with lithofacies variations indicates the prevalence of overall prolateness with high ‘T, q and L/F’ values after 1100 m. Superimposition of the tectonic fabrics vis-à-vis up-section increase in frequency and thickness of the conglomerates infers greater magnitude of the tectonic signatures. The low prolateness of the fabrics between 1000 and 1100 m is inferred as the syn-tectonic lag deposits and reflects some important basin dynamic changes. The AMS approach over mudstone facies thus shows a greater scope of recording and quantifying the basin tectonic impulses in the Himalayan Foreland Basin.
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The anisotropy of magnetic susceptibility (AMS) is a useful tool to understand sedimentary and tectonic characteristics of a weakly deformed sedimentary unit. In the past one decade numerous studies have shown the applicability of AMS in evaluating tectonic setting and fabric evolution in various kinds of sedimentary rocks like shale, mudstone and sandstone. The bulk AMS generally provides a better understanding of the rock deformation history. The AMS is usually approximated by a symmetric second-rank tensor, which can be represented as an ellipsoid with three principal axes (K₁ ≥ K₂ ≥ K₃) and their spatial orientation. The magnetic fabric is reflected by the preferred orientation of mineral grains and/or mineral lattice contributing to the bulk susceptibility of a given specimen. Nevertheless, before magnetic fabrics can be interpreted as a proxy for mineral fabrics, it is necessary to identify the mineralogical sources of magnetic anisotropy because in the case of low anisotropies, even a small quantity of weakly oriented or strongly ferromagnetic minerals can overshadow the fabric of paramagnetic minerals.

Initiation and exhumation histories for the Himalayan Foreland Basin (HFB) have been well documented right from the Palaeocene. Most of the terrigenous sediments of the HFB lack age diagnostic fossils and volcanic rocks/ash beds to assign stratigraphic zonations. Of late, the uplift and exhumation history of the Himalayan fold–thrust belt has advanced with incoming of systematic geochronologic data. The Neogene uplift history of the Himalayan orogen has been reviewed by a number of authors with sedimentology, petrography and magnetostratigraphy. The Siwalik Group is one of the most important fluvial successions of the HFB, and is weakly deformed. Sangode et al. and Rathi et al. provided detailed work on AMS and magnetic fabric of the Siwalik sandstones of the Nahar sector (Subathu sub-basin) and Mohand sector (Dehra Dun sub-basin) respectively. The alignment of the principal susceptibility axes (K₁ and K₃) is pronounced in response to basin tectonic/climatic events recorded in lithounits, while the minimum susceptibility axis (K₃) aligns preferably to the paleoflow direction in a majority of the Siwalik channel sands. They also noted that the oblate nature of the magnetic fabric tends towards prolateness manifest tectonic signatures. In the Potwar Plateau, Pakistan, AMS studies on the Siwalik show that the sedimentary character is still retained and not completely overprinted by tectonic deformation. Similar trend is also observed for the magnetic fabric in the Nepal Siwalik. Assuming that AMS in the Siwalik mudstones reflects a typical pattern of depositional to tectonic fabric during progressive deformation, the aim of this article is to investigate the influence of these variables to explain the temporal trend of observed magnetic fabric. Further, these superposed fabrics are linked with the orogenic uplift histories that are based primarily on the influx and nature of conglomerate clasts.
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**Location and geology**

The present study was carried out along Harar Khad, north of the Jawalamukhi Thrust (JT) and towards north of Nurpur anticline (the southeastern extension of the Surun–Mastgarh anticline, Figures 1 and 2). This part of the foreland basin records multiple tectonic episodes that occurred during Late Eocene, Middle Miocene, Pliocene and Middle Pleistocene (<0.22 Ma)\textsuperscript{33}. In general, the Lower Siwalik is thrust over Upper Siwalik along JT, whereas in the study area Lower Siwalik is thrust over the Middle Siwalik. According to Raiverman\textsuperscript{34}, along Harar Khad EnSeq 5, 6 and 7 are exposed, which are equivalent to the partly Lower, Middle and Upper Siwalik Sub-groups. However, based on field observations, Sinha et al.\textsuperscript{13,35} informally divided the succession into three alternations: (a) sandstone–mudstone, (b) conglomerate–sandstone–mudstone and (c) thickly bedded conglomerate. Towards north, the Siwalik Group is delimited by the Main Boundary Fault (MBF) hanging wall which comprises of the Lower Tertiary rocks\textsuperscript{72} that occur in patches in the western Himalaya and further north lie the Lesser Himalayan succession delimited by the Main Boundary Thrust (MBT)\textsuperscript{14}.

**Sedimentology**

The measured Harar Khad section is 1704 m thick and lies ~700 m north of JT (Figure 3). The average dip of the strata is 40° towards 70°. The three informal alternations comprise sandstone–mudstone (0–893 m), conglomerate–sandstone–mudstone (893–1518 m) and thickly bedded conglomerate (1518–1704 m, Figure 3). However, due to inaccessibility the upper part of the thickly bedded conglomerate could not be measured. The sandstone–mudstone alternation consists of both grey and buff sandstones and interbedded mudstones. The 7–16 m (occasionally reaching up to 19 m) thick, fining-upward, grey sandstones are medium- to fine-grained, laterally amalgamated, multistoried, showing sheet geometry and extend laterally for more than 500 m. Palaeoflow pattern is unimodal and shows an overall azimuthal range from 85° to 122°, with mean direction θ = 101° (Figure 3).

The buff sandstones have ribbon geometry, are fine-grained, fining upward and generally 0.8–6 m thick, encaesed in mudstone deposits. The base of these sand bodies is channelized and their upper contact is gradational with the overlying mudstones. The associated brownish-red mudstones have thickness varying from 1 to 38 m. The

**Figure 1.** a. Simplified map of Himalayan Foreland Basin (HFB) showing various sub-basins. b. Geological map in and around the study area showing disposition of the various lithological units (simplified after Raiverman\textsuperscript{34}). CT, Chail Thrust; MBT, Main Boundary Thrust; MBF, Main Boundary Fault; HFT, Himalayan Frontal Thrust; PIZ, Panjal Imbricate Zone.

**Figure 2.** Simplified geological map of Nurpur Salient, NW part of the HFB (simplified after Raiverman\textsuperscript{34}).
percentage of mudstone deposits in this part of the interval varies from 24 to 94 in individual cycles with an average of 68. Mudstones are generally massive and variegated, but at places parallel laminated. The mudstone horizons also contain isolated and compound mature to immature palaeosol profiles. The mature palaeosols contain abundant carbonate nodules and at places ferruginous concretions, and the immature palaeosols are without carbonate groundmass, but pedons up to 5 cm diameter are common. Soft sediment deformation features are apparent in both the grey and buff sandstones, mainly showing convolutes and load structures. The variability of palaeocurrent directions is within 175–237°, with a mean direction of 203° and with unimodal current pattern (Figure 3).

The second alteration lies between 893 and 1518 m stratigraphic interval and shows similar characteristics as present in the lower alterations, except incorporation of conglomerate with a decreasing trend in degree of pedogenesis and bioturbation. The dip of the strata is 40° towards 80° throughout this interval. The thick conglomerate bodies (0.5–2 m thick) show sheet-to-lenticular geometry and channelized base. Gradual up-section increase in average clast size proportion and frequency of conglomerate is observed (Figure 3). Overall the mean palaeocurrent direction with unimodal pattern for the buff sandstone bodies is 215° and the lensoid conglomerate is 229° (Figure 3).

Above 1518 m stratigraphic level, thickly bedded, laterally amalgamated and multistored conglomerates are exposed and continue till the top of the measured succession. The dip of the strata is 30° towards 70° throughout this interval. The conglomerates are stratified to massive with few intercalations of medium- to coarse-grained sand lenses (<80 cm thick). Clasts are rounded and concentration of prolate clast is more compared to the oblate ones (Figure 4). The conglomerates are concentrated all along the basin margin and show rapid facies change from conglomerate-dominated to sandstone–mudstone-dominated succession. Azimuthal data obtained through clast imbrication have mean angular deviation ranging from 215° to 253°, with a grand mean of 232°, and show unimodal distribution.

**Depositional environment**

The three alterations represent distinct fluvial systems. The first two alternations show deposits of two overlapping, SE-flowing trunk drainage and southerly flowing piedmont drainage. The third alteration is deposited in alluvial fan setting. Changes in facies and their relative frequency are coeval with changes in depositional environment. Sinha et al. inferred this as a manifestation of the episodic tectonic variability and concluded that the
shifting of the facies belts towards or away from the basin margin is in response to alternative basin subsidence and isostatic rebounding. With continued uplift of the fold-thrust belt during third alternation, sediment flux increased and conglomerate was deposited along the highly subsiding basin margin.\(^{35}\)

### Magnetic studies

For magnetic fabric studies, oriented non-pedogenic mudstones were collected throughout the section from fresh surfaces, taking proper precautions to avoid any contamination. The block samples (both hard and friable) were then removed from the outcrop. The hard rocks were drilled to get cores of 2.5 cm diameter and 2.2 cm length, whereas the friable samples were cut through hacksaw to obtain cubic samples. The samples were finally finished on sandpaper, washed, and later coated with fevicol for dust-free handling during laboratory procedures.

AMS was measured with KLY-3 Kappabridge (Agico, Czech Republic) in the Magnetics Laboratory, Wadia Institute of Himalayan Geology (Dehra Dun, India). Table 1 gives the orientation and magnitude of the three principal axes of the magnetic susceptibility ellipsoid \((K_1 \geq K_2 \geq K_3)\). The different parameters of AMS are combinations of the corresponding eigenvalues of these three principal susceptibility axes.\(^{34,35}\) The shape of the susceptibility ellipsoid is characterized by the shape parameter \(T (\geq 1)\). When \(T < 0\), the ellipsoid is rod-shaped (prolate), when \(T > 0\), the ellipsoid is disc-shaped (oblate). The eccentricity of the ellipsoid is measured by \(P' (1 \geq P' \geq \infty)\), which is related to its degree of sphericity. The parameter showing the mean susceptibility is \(K_m = [K_1 + K_2 + K_3]/3\). The other important parameters are: magnetic lineation \(L = K_1/K_2\), magnetic foliation \(F = K_2/K_3\), and shape factor \(q = (K_1 - K_3)/[(K_1 + K_2)/2 - K_3]\).

The ellipsoid shape is characterized by the parameter \(T = 2(\eta_2 - \eta_3)/(\eta_1 - \eta_3) - 1\), with \(\eta_i = \ln K_i\).

### Results

#### Magnetic susceptibility

The mean magnetic susceptibility is generally low to moderate, with values ranging from 49.2 x 10\(^{-6}\) to 241 x 10\(^{-6}\).
10⁻⁶ SI units, indicating dominance of paramagnetic and diamagnetic minerals over ferrimagnetic minerals. Only two samples, at heights of 173 and 652 m respectively, show a magnetic susceptibility >1000 x 10⁻⁶ SI units, indicating predominance of magnetite (Figure 5).

**Degree of magnetic anisotropy**

The degree of anisotropy is weak with all but one sample having values >1.1. The sample showing maximum value of 1.41 is from 652 m. Since this sample also has a high susceptibility (>1000 x 10⁻⁶ SI units), its relatively higher degree of anisotropy can be attributed to the presence of magnetite instead of deformation (Figure 5). For samples having high mean magnetic susceptibility (Km > 500 x 10⁻⁶ SI units), i.e., high concentration of magnetite, the degree of magnetic anisotropy (P') cannot be correlated with strain unless P' and Km are not proportional. In the present case, only samples having high Km show a relatively high value of P'.

**Shape parameter**

Generally, magnetic properties of sedimentary rocks are characterized by strongly oblate fabric with shape parameter T > 0.1. In the present study, while 31 out of the 60 samples show T value >0.1, the other 23 samples show strongly prolate fabric, i.e., T < −0.1. This strongly prolate nature of fabric is mostly concentrated between 800 and 1000 m stratigraphic interval and from 1100 m up-section (Figure 6).

**Ellipsoid shape factor**

Like T, shape factor q is also an indicator of either depositional or tectonic fabric. The q value ranging from 0.06 to 0.7 is indicative of an undeformed sedimentary fabric. However, in the present study, 24 samples show a q value greater than 0.7, and samples with higher values are concentrated in the upper part of the succession (Figure 6).

**Flinn plot**

The presence of secondary fabric can also be seen in the F (magnetic foliation) vs L (magnetic lineation) or the Flinn diagram (Figure 7). In the Flinn plot, there is almost equal distribution of samples in the prolate and the oblate fields. As stated earlier, the oblate fabric along with low q value indicates primary sedimentary fabric and samples in the prolate field indicate the presence of a secondary fabric. Figure 7 shows that the samples plot in the prolate field if L/F is >1 and for oblate samples, L/F < 1. In the upper part above 1100 m, the sample has a strongly prolate fabric.

**Discussion**

Throughout the HFB, the transition from Lower to Middle Siwalik occurred at around 10 Ma, where the fluvial architecture shows transition from minor to major sandstone...
bodies. The multistoried nature with abundant erosional surfaces, rare lateral accretionary surfaces and low paleoflow variability suggest increased channel dimension with high discharge\textsuperscript{27}. This changeover occurred at about \( \sim 11 \text{ Ma} \) in the Potwar Plateau\textsuperscript{37}, \( \sim 10 \text{ Ma} \) in the Kangra sub-basin\textsuperscript{31} and \( \sim 9 \text{ Ma} \) in Nepal\textsuperscript{37}. Further mineralogical evidence indicates that the central crystalline zone was uplifted in response to reactivation of the Main Central Thrust (MCT) at around \( 10 \text{ Ma} \), which resulted in high relief and increased supply of metamorphic detritus\textsuperscript{24,38,39}.

In the Kangra and Ravi re-entrant, the conglomerates were deposited during Middle Siwalik (between 10 and 7 Ma), consisting of abundant metasedimentary–sedimentary fragments, granite/granite gneiss and basic clasts. This population of clasts has dominant input from Chail lithology that forms the hanging wall of the present-day Chail Thrust (CT). The clast composition of conglomerates also suggests that MCT (=CT in the study area) was active prior to \( 10 \text{ Ma} \)\textsuperscript{32,25,39}. Interestingly, dates of thrust activities show 2–3 times acceleration in the sedimentation rate due to onset of uplift throughout the HFB from Pakistan, India and Nepal Siwalik\textsuperscript{27–36,40}.

Two sections on either side of the study area (Kangra sub-basin) have been dated through reversal magnetostratigraphy by Sangode et al.\textsuperscript{30} and Sinha et al.\textsuperscript{33}, in the eastern and western parts respectively. These studies reveal the occurrence of Middle Siwalik conglomerate between 8.69 and 8.25 Ma in the western part, and between 9.58 and 7.37 Ma in the eastern part. The drop in the rate of sedimentation around 8.25 Ma in the eastern part\textsuperscript{29} corresponds to the noticeable decrease in occurrence of conglomerates.

The appearance of conglomerate-rich part is accompanied by relatively high sedimentation rate in the western part of the Kangra sub-basin\textsuperscript{30}, from the period 8.69–8.25 Ma. This infers acceleration of sedimentation rate as a result of major uplift in the hinterlands prior to \( \sim 8.69 \text{ Ma} \). However, gravel accumulation over the under-thrusting basement after 8.25 Ma suggests progradation during the quiescence period. Thus, during progressive deformation and shortening of the foreland, the sediments were accommodated into the depocentre near the fold-and-thrust belt as it propagated southwards. This also indicates that as the thrust sheet advanced, the depocentre migrated towards the basin margin with change in river gradient and grain size. In the study area, three prominent alterations at 0–893, 893–1518 and 1515–1704 m stratigraphic intervals are marked by gradual influx of coarse sediments with intervening fines reflecting pulses of hinterland deformation and quiescence. Thus depositional systems in the foreland basin migrated towards or away from the basin margin in response to changes in tectonic uplift patterns. The Siwalik sediments are apparently undeformed through field observations. However, the AMS studies on the Siwalik mudstones reveal the weakly deformed nature allowing a distinction between depositional and tectonic fabrics.

AMS studies in mudstones have shown that the magnetic fabrics can undergo a series of changes during weak deformation in which distinct changes can occur in magnetic fabric ellipsoids, grading from the oblate field (sedimentary fabric) towards the prolate field (tectonic fabric)\textsuperscript{41}. Pares\textsuperscript{7} defined a general \( P_j-T \) (\( P_j \)–degree of anisotropy) path to show the development of AMS ellipsoids as the intensity of deformation increases in weakly deformed rocks and inferred height dependence of AMS fabrics as a signature of a nascent but magnetically detectable tectonic strain. Variations in sediment characteristics and the AMS parameters document the changes in transport regime and the magnitude of transportation that manifests tectonic and/or climate changes. In the Qaidam basin, Gilder et al.\textsuperscript{42} showed that near the Altyn Tagh fault, the \( T \) parameter changed abruptly at 21 Ma from spherical on average (\( T = 0 \)) to distinctly oblate (\( T > 0 \)). They interpreted this as a result of change in transport conditions of the sediments. Gilder et al.\textsuperscript{42} further inferred that when \( T \) is near 0, the particles were transported far and were sufficiently eroded to achieve a spherical shape, and the grains that travelled less distance were eroded less and were oblate on average.

In the present study gradual up-section development of prolate fabrics has been observed. The AMS fabric is thus indicative of tectonic strain due to thrust reactivation, as the rocks are subjected to N–S-directed compression since the onset of the India–Asia collision and significant crustal shortening and lithosphere thickening in this vast region of HFB. Contrary to Gilder et al.\textsuperscript{42}, observations of up-section oblateness of the conglomerates on average due to short distance of transport from the source are ruled out because of recycled nature of sediments in the HFB\textsuperscript{39}. Moreover, field observations of the conglom-
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The sedimentologic and AMS study of the Neogene succession along Nurpur Salient gives the following inferences:

1. The AMS of mudstone forms a reliable tool to differentiate between the primary depositional and the superposed tectonic fabrics and can reflect the variability in subsidence history and changes in the fabric parameters ($K_{an}$, $P$, $T$) useful as a proxy to the change in tectonic regime.

2. The magnetic fabric studies in agreement with the syntectonic, coarse-grained facies in the study area clearly reflect the dominating control of tectonic fabrics, reflecting the changes in basin accommodation space and relief. It also suggests that although climate is equally significant, the tectonic readjustments give the final imprints to the basin-sediment architecture.
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